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We give an alternative proof of Bennett's simulation of deterministic "luring machines by 
reversible ones (machines whose configuration graph has out-degree and in-degree one) with 
a quadratic loss of space. More importantly, our proof extends thi~ result o nondetermin~ic 
Turing machine~ 
I. Introduction 
Much of modem complexity theory conc~iis itself with the contrast between two 
important modes of computation, determinism and nondcterminisnt. Nondeterminis- 
tic computation is important because it captures a very natural prog~nming style 
- in this paper we think of nondeterminism as unbour~£~4 our-degree of the configura, 
tion graph (or "yields relation") of the algorithm. However, determinism (out-degree 
one) is universally accepted as the realistically important mode of computation, 
Notice that deterministic algorithms may hav~ configuration graphs with unbounded 
in.degree (i.e., a configuratio~ may be reached via several computation paths). 
It has been proposed [1,2] that a practically important mode exists which 
is a restriction of determinism. Suppose that we insist that (,ur algorithms have 
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configuration graphs with in-degrees one, as well as out-degrees. This means that 
each configuration can be reached via exactly one path so that at every moment 
all the way back to the start, tn 
ve can in effect run the algorithm 
backwards, and the resulting computation is fully deterministic. 
The nt~tion of  reversible computing appears to be not only interesting from 
a theoretical Point of view but also promising in terms oftnehnological applications. 
Indeed. its practical importance comes from the fact [i,6] that many,to-one data 
operations have an irreducible thermodynamic cost, while one-to-one operations do 
not. As a con~'quence, the ability to program any computation as a sequence of 
one-to-one operations makes i:ossible to design circuits whose internal power dissipa- 
tion. under ideal physical circumstances, i  zero. 
It is thus important o determine to what extent reversible computation (:an 
simulate fficiently the two other important modes of computation. 
in 1973 Bennett proved that any irreversible deterministic program can be 
simulated in linear time by a reversible program [!]. However such a simulation 
takes, in the worst case. e~ponential space with respect o the space used by d~e 
irreversible program. More rec~ntly, Bennett showed that by allowing slightly more 
than linear time a more space-eflkient simulation can he obtained [3]. More precisely, 
for any ~: > 0. any determinL,;tic "luring machine running in time T and space $ can 
be simulated by a rever~ible machine using time C)(Tt+g/S .) and space 
O(S(I + log(T/S)))(these bounds, indeed, have been proved by Levine and Sh¢.~nan 
[7] by a simplification of Bennett's analysis). As a result, Polynomial time in the 
deterministic model coincides with polynomial time in the reversible model, and 
similarly for space - the loss in space is quadratic. 
But how about comparing reversible computation with nondeterminism? Naturally, 
in the time domain no meaningful comparison is possible, as long as the P = NP 
question is inconclusive. For space, it follows from the result of Bennett and from 
that of Savitch [10] that reversible machines can simulate nondeterministic ones 
with a quarlic loss in space. We improve this to quadratic loss. Our proof, explained 
in the next section, is an interesting alternative to Bennett's direct simulation. It 
uses several familiar constructions, uch as the conversion of a space-bounded 
computation to its configuration graph, from the graph to a circuit computing 
its transitive closure, from the circuit to a formula (tree-like circuit). We then 
simulate the formula by a teachability problem in a graph with in-degree and 
out-degree one via a simple construction, which is finally solved by a reversible 
"luring machine. 
Notice that reversible computation is a weakening of determinism rather similar to 
the ~vay symmetric omputation [g] weakens nondeterminism. We should also men- 
tion here that our original motivation for stud~ing reversibility was the study of some 
complexity cla~,es of functions that are guaranteed to be total [9]. Finally, an 
extension of reversibility has been recently defined in order to study quantum and 
randomized computation [4]. 
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2. The main result 
A deterministic Turing machine is called reversible if its "yields" trial function 
from configurations toconfi~rations (~rtial ~use  of halting states)is O~: t~ne:  
iknnett [3] showed that, for any r. > 0, any deterministic Turing machine with time 
complexity Tand space complexity S can be simulated bya reversible Turing machine 
with time complexiW O(T t ÷g) and space O(Slog T).: To keep the space bounded, 
Bennett use; an interesting direct simulation: He breaks the original computation i to 
segments of size Sand maintains O(log T) of such segments in order to make the 
simulation reversible. Bennett's technique does not seem to extend in any easy way to 
~imulate nondetenninistic Turing machines with the same space loss. in this paper we 
prove the following theorem. 
Theorem I. Any nondeterministic Turing machine running in space S can be simulated 
by a reversible machine using ,space 0(S2). 
The rest of this section is devoted to sketching the proof of this theorem. The 
simulation has four stages, each of which is rather simple:. First we recall that 
a space-bounded Turing machine computation can be simulated by a bounded fan-in 
circuit of depth O(S'). We then show that the circuit can be mapped to one that is 
a full binary tree of the same depth. Next, we convert his tree to an equivalent 
teachability problem in a directed graph with 2 °(s'~ nodes, and with all in-degrees 
and out-degrees atmost one. Finally, we point out that reversible "luring machines 
ea~ solve such teachability problems in logarithmic space. 
2.1, From machines to circuits 
A well-known result due to Borodin [5] states that any computation ofa nondeter- 
ministic Turing machine :V ~ running in space 5 can be simulated by a bounded fan-in 
circuit of depth O (S 2). The proof is based on the computation ofthe transitive closure 
of the Boolean matrix describing the possible transitions between configurations of
the machine. For any Boolean matrix A of size n, its transitive closure can be 
computed by a circuit of depth log 2 n which basically is a chain of log n squaeing blocks 
whose input is the matrix A ÷/ ,  where I is the identity matrix. Since the transition 
matrix of M has size 2 °~s~, it follows that the circuit computing its transitive closure 
has depth O(S'). 
2.2. From circuits to tree.like circuits 
Observe that the previously described circuit is not a tree-like circuit (i.e., a circuit 
whose underlying raph is a full binary tree) since each squaring block is not ~uch 
a circuit. However, for any Boolean matrix A = [a u] of size n, each element a~ of the 
square matrix is defined by the formula a~ ffi Vf= t (a~t ^ at j). This implies that each 
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Fig. I. The tree-like ~, i t  computing an element ofthe transitive closu~ 
output of the squaring block can he represented bya tree-like circuit with 2n leaves. 
Hence, each output of the entire circuit computing the transitive closure of A can be 
represented bya tree-like circuit of size n °t~mt (see Fig. 1). in the case of the transition 
matrix of M we then have that the circuit has size 2 °~s'~. Observe that we are 
interested injust one output, Le., the output specifying whether a path exists between 
the initial and the final configuration. 
2.3. From tree-like ciradts to graphs 
We now prove that, for any Boolean tree-like circuit c, a directed graph G¢ with 
in-degree and out-degree one exists uch that the output of the circuit is I if and only if 
a particular path exists in the graph. Furthermore the number of nodes in Gc is 
proportional to the number of gates in c. 
For each gate O~, G, has 9 nodes ,, • t , ,,• ~, .rt, l , T~ 2 , Fl t , F~ 2 , Si t , S~ 2, and F~ s. These are 
the only nodes in G,. 
The set of edges is defined in the following way:. 
!. If g~ is an input gate equal to 1 then G, has the following edges (see Fig. 2): 
f i t ,  T tk  (T~, lZk  and (F~,F~t~ 
2. If g~ is an input gate equal to 0 then G¢ has the following edges (see Fig. 3): 
(l~t,F~tk [F~2,1~k and (T~, ~t). 
3. If Oi -- gj ^  gt with j < k < i then G, has the following edges (see Fig. 4): ( i t ,  1]), 
ITS, Tit), and IT. 2. T~). 
T,, 
"!i 
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Fig. 2. Input p ie  equal to I. Fig. 3. Input gale equal Io 0. 
III III 
Fig, 4. ^-gale 
IiI III 
Fig. 5. v-gate. 
4. If g~ -- gj v gt with j < k < i then Gc has the following edges (see Fig. 5): (I7, I]), 
(l~,l~Z), (T],T~), (F],S~), (S~Z,F]), (F?,T]), (S~,l~), (I~,S~), (T~,F~), (F~,F:), 
(F~,F~), and (TiZ, T2). 
Lemma I. The following hold: 
1. If the ot~tput of gn is 1 then Tin is reachable from x 2 I~,I, is reachable from T~, and 
F tn is reachable from F~. 
2. If the output of gn is 0 then F~ is reachable from l~ , I~ is reachable from F~, and 
T~ is reachable from T~. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on the number n of gates of c. If n ffi ! then the 
assertion follov.~ by the definition of the edges corresponding to the input gates. 
- v 
,,! ~ t l  Imt.hyp. "1"1 edlgg e.I edlre el feel.hyp. '1"1 edlm "l-t 
l .  I,; " - '~  t j  - -  , j  ~O~ ~it . . . .  "k"  " 'n -  
2. --2 ~ -.-2 ~l.l,yp.. r2  ~11~ .,2 eo'mr .,-2 ImI.Mp. -2  edee .2  
) .  c2  gore, g.2 k~l.l~p, g.! edlle r.3 edl~ r.2 Iml.h~q~.. g.I edlge r I 
re  . t~  . . -~  ~r~- - -~r j .  "l, j - - ' - ' . r , .  
The remaining seven cases can be proved similarly. []  
2.4. Solving reachabilitr in reversible graphs 
Let tts recall that the reachability problem is the following: given a directed graph 
G and two nodes x and y is there a path from x to y? It is easy to verity that the 
rcacbability problem for graphs with in-degree and out-degree atmost one is solvable 
in thne O(n) and space O0ogn) by a reversible Turing machine. Indeed. it suffices to 
observe that to decide whether node y is reachable from node x we can simply follow 
the unique path starting from x and check whether y belongs to that path. This 
procedure is intrinsically reversible since any node in the graph has at most one 
predecessor. 
Observe also that at any ~me we need only to know the successor of a given 
node and in the case of the graph obtained by the computation of M we can 
obtain such an information ~A'thout building the entire adjacency matrix of the 
graph (which otherwise would require exponential space). By means of a suitable 
encoding, the description of a node will require space 0($ ' )  and will allow us to 
derive the successor of the node itself (eventually looking at the input of the 
machine). 
3. Conelmlous 
We proved that reversible machines can simulate nondeterministic ones with 
a quadratic loss in space. The proof is an interesting alternative to Bennett's direct 
simulation. 
The main problem left open by this paper is whether our techniques can also 
be applied to obtain better time-space tradeoffs in the case of reversible simula- 
tion of deterministic computations. Note that using the well-known simulation 
of deterministic Turing machines by circuits is not useful: indeed, it yields bounds 
which are much worse than those obtained by the first Bennett's imulation 
result! . . . . . . . . . .  
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